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Presented by  

Chris Grzywacz, Greg Franseth, 
Rob Slevin, and Larry Estep 
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Baker Street Graphics is a small firm 

spear headed by Dan Baker in Lexington, KY. He spends his time 
divided between children’s picture book art and greeting cards but 
to provide the best creative visual solution for a clients print and 
digital media needs he assembles a different A-team for every new 
project. View my work at bakerstreetgraphics.com and tell me 
what you think. 

 
Dan Baker 

Keeper of the Creative Flame

 

Play to Win ………………………………………………………………………………. Page  8 

http://bakerstreetgraphics.com
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Sun  (Family Friendly) 
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Envoy Tournaments Free, Throughout the Weekend!  
They will even teach them before the Tournaments! 

(Play All Nine!  See Following Page for Times) 
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NEW! Kentucky State Tournaments 
 

The following tournaments are FREE   The winner of these tournament will get a trophy, a copy of 

the game, plus a seat at the final round of the Southeast Regional Championship at Nexus game Fair in 
Atlanta (as well as a free badge to Nexus Game Fair)! 

LexiCon it pleased to bring back the Envoy sponsored State Championships!  Each tournament will 
have an opportunity to learn the game before the tournament starts and they are all FREE! with 
your LexiCon badge.  The winner of each tournament will get a trophy, a copy of the game, plus a 
seat at the final round of the Southeast Regional Championship at our friends at CharCon Tabletop 
and RPG Convention (as well as a free badge to CharCon)! 

     Friday 7PM - 10PM - 16 players, 4 tables 
The 2019 Kentucky State Diamonds Championship 
 
This Stronghold game by Mike Fitzgerald is a trick-taking card game in which players collect 
Diamonds - not cards bearing that suit, mind you, but rather actual "Diamond Crystals". What 
makes the game of Diamonds different from other trick-taking card games is that when you 
cannot follow suit you get a "Suit Action" based on what suit you do play. Suit Actions are al-
so taken by the winner of each trick, as well as at the end of a full Round of play. Whoever 
has the most points in Diamond Crystals at the end of the game wins!  
 
Friday 9PM - 12AM - 16 players, 4 tables 
The 2019 Kentucky State Coup Championship 
 
You are head of a family in an Italian city-state, a city run by a weak and corrupt court. You 
need to manipulate, bluff and bribe your way to power. Your object is to destroy the influ-
ence of all the other families, forcing them into exile. Only one family will survive... In Coup, 
you want to be the last player with influence in the game, with influence being represented 
by face-down character cards in your playing area.  
 
Saturday 10AM - 1PM - 16 players, 4 tables 
The 2019 Kentucky State Nevermore Championship 
 
This game from Smirk & Dagger is a casual-style, card-drafting game in which you quickly 
build your hand each round, collecting cards you want and poisoning your opponent's hand 
by passing along cards you think they can't use. Whoever holds the most of a given suit, 
gains the power of that suit to attack, heal, acquire Light or Shadow magicks and score victo-
ry points. Will you transform all your rivals into ravens - or can they regain their human form 
in time to score enough victory to win?  
 
Saturday 12PM - 3PM - 16 players, 4 tables 
The 2019 Kentucky State Wordsy Championship 
 
Wordsy is a streamlined re-implementation of Prolix, a word game from 2010. Each round, 
players study the 8 letters (always consonants) on the board in real time. The first player to 
write down a word flips a 30-second timer. That player is now the fastest player, and every 
other player now has 30 seconds to write down their word.  
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Envoy Tournaments Continued 

 
Saturday 2PM - 5PM - 16 players, 4 tables 
The 2019 Kentucky State ICECOOL Championship 
 
A flicking game in which each round one of the players 
takes the role of the Hall Monitor - his aim will be to 
catch each other penguin and get points for that. The others will try to run through several doors, 
thus gaining fish (that give them points) on their way. When either the Hall Monitor has caught 
each other penguin once or any of the others has gone through all 3 doors that have fish on them, 
the round is over. After each player is the Hall Monitor once, whoever has the most points on their 
fish cards wins.  
 
Saturday 4PM - 7PM - 16 players, 4 tables 
The 2019 Kentucky State Pyramid Poker Championship 
 
Each player then takes fifteen blocks and turns the blocks so that only they see what's on them. 
They take turns placing the blocks into a two-dimensional pyramid-shaped structure, again seeing 
only their blocks, then they take turns removing any one block from the pyramid and placing it into 
one of three poker hands that they're constructing. Each poker hand is competing against the one 
opposite it that's being built by the opponent. Once all the blocks have been removed, the player 
who wins two or three of the poker hands wins!  
 
Saturday 7PM - 10PM - 16 players, 4 tables 
The 2019 Kentucky State New York Slice Championship 
 
Each player slices pizzas into portions, giving their opponents first choice, while they take the lefto-
vers. There are a dozen kinds of pizza to work with, from veggie to hawaiian to meat lover's, and 
each player decides if they want to eat or keep some of the slices, building the best collection of 
pizzas possible!  
 
Saturday 9PM - 12AM - 16 players, 4 tables 
The 2019 Kentucky State Skull King Championship 
 
Brent Beck's Skull King is a trick-taking game similar to Oh Hell!, Wizard and Spades, with players 
needing to state how many tricks they think they'll win each round. Pirates and other special cards 
add to the strategy.  
 
Sunday 10AM - 1PM - 16 players, 4 tables 
The 2019 Kentucky State Dimension Championship 
 
Dimension is a fast-paced, innovative puzzle game that takes place in three dimensions with 60 col-
orful spheres. All of the players play at the same time. Everybody tries to position the spheres on 
their trays to earn as many points as possible. The task cards indicate how the spheres must be 
placed to earn points. Complete these tasks while racing against the timer. You get a point for each 
sphere you use and a bonus token for using all five colors, but you lose two points for each task 
card you don't follow correctly. Prove to your opponents that you are the master of multi-
dimensional thinking!  
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Game Designer Demos at LexiCon 
Paraphrase In this fast-paced party game of musical wits, your team will compete to solve para-

phrased song titles. Win bonus points for naming the band and bursting into song. You’ll be sing-

ing and laughing out loud with PARAPHRASE - Songs in Other Words! 

Fliptopolis You've watched the TV shows. You've listened to the radio ads. 

Now it's your turn to start FLIPPING HOUSES!   Fliptopolis is a fast and fun 

game where 2-6 players each take on the role of a Contractor who take turns bidding on foreclosed 

houses.  Buyer beware: Each house has a number of unknown problems, like a leaky pipe...or worse, a 

Lawn Gnome Uprising!  These will be revealed after auction so savvy Contractors will  balance winning 

as many houses as possible while saving money to fix them for resale.   Will you buy and flip your way to the top? 

Build A Cure is a cooperative strategy game in which you and your team avoided a nuclear explosion. However, the 

bunker that saved you was a storehouse for some of the world's worst diseases. It is up to you and your team to work to-

gether to build the chemical compounds to cure the diseases before you run out of resources. You may see your team ex-

perience symptoms and even contract more diseases that could hurt your chances of survival. Remember, the longer you 

stay, the more you are exposed. If you can manage to cure all of the diseases before you run out of resources, you win and 

can live to see another day. 

Stacked is a trick-taking dexterity game that mixes the simplicity of Jenga-style tower-stacking with Tetris-like shapes 

with straightforward card play. The game lasts a number of rounds (typically two) or until a predetermined point total 

(typically 50).  To start a round, after the cards are dealt, the oldest player calls a trick type by color or symbol, then 

counts down: "3, 2, 1, flip!" The player who reveals the highest card of the proper type wins that trick, takes the lead for 

the next trick, and gets to give their wooden piece that matches the image on their winning card to another player, who 

must then stack it on the tower for that trick's winner!  

Setback the buildable board game that’s never played the same way twice! Just use the cards to set up the randomized 

board and you’re ready to play! Move your token, play your cards, and win! But look out! There’s always someone trying 

to Set You Back! Just when you think you’ve won it all you get Setback! With millions of possibilities, you can play again 

and again! Get Setback today! 

Obelisk is a family friendly, game where players take on the role of the Queen's Councilors 

trying to capture groups of monsters that are roaming the countryside. You'll need a bit of luck 

and strategy to capture all the monsters before they escape! 1-4 players, 12+ years, 30 min play 

time, new players welcome! This game has been in development for two years and is being re-

leased on April 12th at TessellationGames.com  

Graffiti City is a dice allocation, 

area control, and paint brawling 

game. 

Alien Playground is a program-

mable movement, variable power, 

meeple abduction game. 
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Here are a few of the great reviews about CinCityCon 

Neil G. Had a fantastic time! Already looking forward to next year!  

Artrimus Just wanted to say that last year was My wife and My first time and we cannot wait for 

this years convention.  

Jason Y.  My entire group had such a great time at CinCityCon last year. From the tournaments, to 

the developer demos, to the awesome game library, the event is fun from start to finish! 

Kat E.  Love the people! Lots of fun games to try and the parties are a blast! 

Chris K.  I have 10 family and friends that I had invited to CinCityCon and 100% of them said 

GREAT JOB. These folks have been to many cons, like Origins, and many smaller cons, so they 

have experience and think this was an “A”!  

Scott H.  I not only had a great time last year, but I also met a number of great people last year 

that have become friends that I regularly get together with! Looking forward to meeting more peo-

ple this year!  

Steven K. I hope you plan to do the Play to Win games as well because that was so much fun, and 

i got to try  many game i wouldn't have tried otherwise.  

Craig C.  I have not had this much fun at a convention in a number of years. I found this one by 

looking for a Catan Regional game. And found a lot of great people and a really wonderful conven-

tion. Thank you to everyone who helped put it on. My nephew and I will be back next year. 

- Huge 1,800 + Boardgaming Library 

- 100 Play to Win Games (est.) 

- Game Designer Contest and Demos 

- Tons of RPGs - Pathfinder and Star-

finder Society, Adventurers League, 

D&D (Classic and 5e), SPARKS, Call 

of Cthulhu, Savage Worlds, Cypher 

System, Fate and some from our 

friends at AcadeCon) 

- Cosplay Tournament 

- Awesome Vending 

- Great Social Party Saturday Night 

- Large Game Designer Demo Area 

- Boardgaming Tournaments 

- Envoy State Championships (Free 

with game demos before!) 
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Cosplay Tournament Saturday night 5:00 to 7:00.  Free with ad-

mission or a special $10 Cosplay Only Ticket. 

Lexicon welcomes and celebrates Cosplay and Cosplayers of all types and ages.  We 

love having attendees who let their Geek flag fly whether in full costume or a t-shirt. If 

you wear a costume you will receive a ticket towards a special prize drawing. Futher 

than this though we have some amazing cosplay contests with different categories for 

kids and adults! New or experienced cosplayers, all are welcome to join in on the fun. 

There’s even one for the young kids on Sunday during family day celebrations at Lex-

icon. 

 

Welcome to LexiCon’s 6th Annual Cosplay Contest, Saturday at 5pm 

A gaming convention without Cosplay is like playing a board game without your 

friends. Come in costume for the Cosplay Contest or for the whole weekend! Saturday is Cosplay day and even the staff will come 

dressed up.  (For attendees who wish to come just for the contest, Lexicon offers a special Cosplay badge for these attendees.) 

We welcome the return of Anne Amsden as our Cosplay Coordinator and our outstanding panel of judges. 

Cosplay Categories: 

Group 

Cosplayers who are in groups of 2 or more. Will be judged on difficultly of characters and accuracy of cos-

tumes. 

Beginner 

Any contestant who has never won an award in any costume or cosplay competition. Just starting out in the 

community. Will be judged on effort and difficulty of character. 

Intermediate 

Any contestant who has won one or more awards in any costume, cosplay, or convention competition. Will be 

judged on effort, difficulty of character, authenticity of costume, and construction of costume. 

Master (Pro) 

Any contestant who has won three or more awards in any costume, cosplay, or convention competition, or 

someone who has income exceeding $5,000 per year from costuming, cosplay, sewing, prop construction, wig 

construction, or styling in costume or cosplay related fields. Will be judged on effort, difficulty of character, 

authenticity of costume, construction, and attention to details. 

Judging Standards: 

Craftsmanship 

Likeness to Character 

Effort / difficulty 

 Kids Cosplay Contest.  That’s right as part of our Family Day activities on Sunday, we will have a special 

cosplay contest just for the kids.  Sign up inside the ballroom for this event starting at 1:00pm on Sun-

day.  There will be prizes for the top contestants! 

 

Some new changes this year will be that we will be having time slots for those who wish to take time be-

fore the contest on Saturday to talk to some of the judges one on one and allow for better looks at the 

costumes. We will also have a walk-on portion to the contest on Saturday to allow for those who wish to 

just show others their costume instead of being in the judging portion. 

Cosplay 

https://lexicongaming.com/product/cosplay-badge/
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Greg’s  Saturday Trivia Breakfast - Sat. 9:00am to 10:30.  Cost is 

$10.  Join him for a Continental Breakfast and of course Trivia, 

lots and lots of trivia!   

OMG !!! Parties!!!! 

Friday Night Party  8:00pm to 11:00pm– 80 players. Cost $10!  (What a deal).  Sponsored by West 6th Brewing, we are so pleased 
to bring you an amazing good time. 

Start your evening with a team game of Wits and Wagers hosted by Travis Reynolds. Wits and Wagers is the exciting trivia game that 
does not require you to know any trivia. Follow that by joining in on a game still in pre-release and brought to you the designer, the 
incredible and sometimes hilarious musical game, Paraphrase! 

And of course we will have our annual Giant Game of Werewolf. We will get as many people as possible 
to participate and sort out who are the villagers, who are the werewolves and who is dinner. 

Cards Against Humanity, party games from the library and general good fun are sure to be present as 
well. 

All guests receive tickets complementary beverages from West 6th (or soda). A cash bar will be on hand. 

----- 

Saturday Night Party  8:00pm to 11:00pm– 80 players. Cost $10!  We are going … OVERBOARD!!!  Sponsored by West 6th Brewing, 
we are pleased to bring you our amazing and aquatic-themed Saturday Night Party. 

The evening starts with host Emery Buterbaugh leading a hilarious game of Majority Rules. Answer questions, but points are awarded 
not for right answers but for guessing what everyone else will answer. Have no idea what others will say, gain points by making our 

host laugh or blush. LexiCon Directors and Coordinators have been asked what watery activities they have 
been up to in the last year, and your answers will help us make them regret telling us! 

After Majority Rules, step in for the always popular Happy Salmon in a quasi-tournament sure to make you 
smile. 

And as always, expect to see Werewolf and other social games, Cards Against Humanity, and the best 
games aimed at people who want to act like children. 

All guests received two tickets for beverages courtesy of West Sixth Brewing (or soda). There will be a cash 
bar on hand for your other drinks of choice. 

Seminar 

Introduction to DMIng for D&D  Sat. noon to 1:30.  Free!  Have you been wanting to start running your own games of D&D but 

not sure if you’re ready? Have you already started running games but have a few rough spots you’d like to be better at? Have 

you been running games for years but always on the look out for new ideas to incorporate at your table? Then this 1 hour 

discussion is for you. Michael is the host of The RPG Academy podcast and has been running games for over 30 years and in 

his own words running pretty good games for the last 3 or 4 of those. Michael will be walking through some introductory 

advice on how to get started running games with simple to use tips and tricks to help start or improve your own games. 

While this is specifically for D&D 5e a lot of the topics will be applicable to running many traditional RPGs.  

Special Events 
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Vendors: 
Hrothgar's    

Hoard 

Specializing in high quality wood game accessories at affordable prices. 

Gameland 

Games 

Gameland is a board manufacturer that has the best combination of quality, communica-
tion and price you will find. We offer a very low 500 unit minimum order, direct support in 
the US and the tools necessary to help you turn your game design into reality. 

Bob's Week-

end Wonders 

Is a non-landed game shop specializing in small publisher games.  Please welcome Bob Allen who is coming all 

the way up from Texas to join us at Lexicon this year, his fourth year!  Bob has a large amount of games.  You 

Eagle Gryphon   

Games 

Eagle-Gryphon Games publishes a wide variety of tabletop games including The Gallerist, Lisboa, Defenders of 
the Realm, Baseball Highlights: 2045, and many many more! www.Eagle-Gryphon.com 

Rusty        

Scabbard 

Is the definitive gaming resource in Lexington, Kentucky.  It is also the oldest gaming shop in the state.  The 
Rusty Scabbard provides gamers in the region access to board games, miniature gaming, RPG gaming, and gam-
ing supplies.  See them on Faceb8//8520*63ook here: https://www.facebook.com/rustyscabbard82/ 

Gaming           

Nomads 

Gaming Nomads provide some very exciting options for Lexicon.  They provide sales on board games, books, 

and other things Geek.  Check them out in our vending hall! 

D20 
We offer a large selection of board games, dice, RPG supplies, & Magic as well as other Collectible Card Games.  
We are the only BSF 200 store in Kentucky and we offer a large selection of Games Workshop products.  We 
have also just branched out to Video Games (xbox, playstation/Nintendo and more).  We run a lot of adven-
ture’s league (D&D) and Pathfinder every week.  You can find our Facebook page here: http://facebook.com/

Popcorn   

Paradise 

Lexington’s finest choice for gourmet popcorn.  Check out their signature variety of gaming friendly flavors (no 
cheesy figures on your cards) to help refuel you between gaming sessions.  Grab their tins as perfect Christmas 
Presents for friends and family from their website!  https://popcornparadiseky.com    They are also active on 
Facebook:  https://www.facebook.com/PopcornParadiseKY/ 

PastTimes 

Games & Books 

Sellars of excellent RPG & Accessories including a large selection of WizKid miniatures.  We will have a large 
selection of dice including some that have only been available on Kickstarter.  Our feature item is our in-house 
designed Convertible Dice Trays.  www.pasttimesgames.com 

Screech Drag-

on Studios 

Makers of fine glassware and excellent games like Murder on the Cosmic Express, Intelle, Cal De Sac Conquest, 

and a LexiCon favorite Thwarted. 

Huntsbrook 

Inc 

Grow is a 3-Dimensional building game where 2-4 players guide the constant growth of a tree and compete by 

blossoming flowers around it. The game features a simple-to-learn set of rules, ideal for younger children, while 

offering a deep level of strategic nuance for more seasoned players. 

Bittersweet 
Heaven 

Bittersweet Haven is an artist-run shop offering original plushies, artwork, and accessories. Inspired by Japan, 

the macabre, and everything cute!  

http://www.Eagle-Gryphon.com
https://www.facebook.com/rustyscabbard82/
http://facebook.com/d20mtg
https://popcornparadiseky.com
https://www.facebook.com/PopcornParadiseKY/
http://www.pasttimesgames.com
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Reel Fun       
Studios 

Features the artwork of Carie Varner including plushies and clothing and the tabletop role-playing game prod-

ucts of Ryan Faricelli 

Flatworks  
Gaming 

Flatworks Gaming creates high quality and fun tabletop games for the public, like the very popular Dwarven 

Smithy. 

D20 We will be selling items tailored to RPG fans in the RPG area. 

Queen City  
Gaming 

Is one of the most well-known and respected retailers in the trading card game industry! Carrying anything 
from Booster Boxes, PSA Graded Cards, Singles, and VINTAGE items. We are your one stop shop for Pokemon, 
Dragon Ball Super, Transformers, and more! Find us via website https://www.queencitygaming.com or via 
Facebook https://www.facebook.com/queencitygamingllc/ 

Andromeda 
House 

We sell handmade geeky creations.  Check it out, very Fun! 

Moonshine Craft 
Productions 

Selling crocheted, clay sculpted, gemstone, glass and sewn clothing, accessories, and toys. 

The Yarn 
Forge 

The Yarn Forge is a business dedicated to pushing the boundaries of yarn and metal in the 

geekiest of ways. 

Bardic Kitty Is an artist who crafts handmade chainmail jewelry and accessories as well as drawing fantasy illustrations and 
character art.  She takes commissions of both pen and chain and her motte of sorts is “Striving to add a little 
joy and color to your life.” 

Dirty Woods I started woodworking in December of 2018 and quickly found my niche in making dice boxes and rolling 

trays. Other things I make are HeroClix team trays, and custom business signs. 

Lilys Dragon 
Nest  

I also do dice bags, Dragons, big octopi. And some other things!   See my work  pix here: 

Lexington 
Public Library 

Ever wanted to try out a new board game or roleplaying game book for free? The library's got you covered! 

We offer over 100 of the newest board games free for checkout. We also have a large selection of roleplaying 

game books.  

Dirty Woods I started woodworking in December of 2018 and quickly found my niche in making dice boxes and rolling 
trays. Other things I make are HeroClix team trays, and custom business signs. 

The Yarn 
Forge 

is dedicated to pushing the boundaries of yarn and metal in the geekiest of ways.  

Spath's Crafts Makes sustainable nerdy crafts including dice bags, blankets and accessories.  

Bardic Kitty is an artist who crafts handmade chainmail jewelry and accessories  as well as drawing fantasy illustrations 

and character art.  She takes  commissions of both pen and chain and her motte of sorts is  “Striving to add a 

little joy and color to your life.” 

Sea Dog Game 
Studios 

Will be bringing renaissance pewter and a variety of minis related items that would appeal to the role-players. 

We will have lots of dungeon and tavern bits, as well as a lot of role-player friendly boats,  

Chica and 
Jo .com  

Offering an array of supplies for organizing your board game pieces, either in the original game boxes or more 
compactly for travel. We'll help you keep your tokens, cards, and bits sorted, labeled, and organized! 

Vendors Cont.: 

https://www.queencitygaming.com
https://www.facebook.com/queencitygamingllc/
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Above is the Map to the Whole 

Convention. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To the Right is the a more de-

tailed map of the Space out-

side the ballroom.  Note the 

Tournament Room. 

 

 

 

The ballroom will mostly be 

Open Play and Vending.   

(Cosplay and Parties!) 
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Superhero Coordinators/Directors 
 

 The Library Director - Jessie Dunne, Director 
 Volunteer Coordinator  -  Mandy Johnson 
 Cosplay Coordinator -  Anne Amsden 
 Social Games Coordinator - Eric Folsom 

 
 

  
Essential Volunteers 
   Events 
• Master of Ceremonies – Emery Buterbaugh 
• Family Activities – DJ Hutchins  
• Vending Asst. -  Eric Schwartz 
• Scott Cox - Jack of All Trades  
• Johnda Estep - Asst. RPG 
 

Hospitality 
• VIP Café  – Peggy Grzywacz 
 

Registration 
• Reagan Prater   
• Meg Grzywacz   
• Fred Dorn 

 

Outreach and Marketing 
• Videography - Sam McGee 
• Asst. Marketing  -  Tom Dziubla 

 
 

 
Lead Organizers 
 

 Chris Grzywacz - Founder 
 Greg Franseth - Founder  
 Rob Slevin -   Co - Partner 
 Larry Estep -  Co - Partner 
 Travis Reynolds  -  Special Guest 
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Tgmoore 

Shannon Owens 

Zabet Groznaya 

Robert Stewart 

Frieda 

Matt Neltner 

Eric Folsom 

Jonathan Puckett 

Bill Kunes 

Hilary Kunes 

Miranda Kunes 

Megan Taylor 

Ben 

nallware 

Kat N. 

Eric Ledford 

kycaver 

Jennifer Adler 

Rose Adler 

Lily Adler 

Charles Fox 

Ryang 

Dianna Gabbard 

Paul - Sky Development 

Joshua 

Diana Hart 

Harvey S Cohen 

Michelle Meehan 

Tim Meehan 

The Chuck 

Mary Ann Harrison 

Robert Cook 

Andrew K Williams 

Donald Blackburn 

Donald Bain 

Jillian Pyatte 

Jeff Dains 

Amanda Thompson 

Brandon Hunt 

Joni Hunt 

Robyn Wade 

Erik Hungerbuhler 

Sarah Murphy 

Tony Elam 

Jeff Bowman 

Jennifer Bowman 

Caleb Bowman 

Katie Anderson 

Eric Dalibor 

Sara Gedra 

Bobby Scott 

Jody Webb 

Malorey Webb 

Buddy Hall 

Mandy Johnson 

Sarah Asher 

Flatworks Gaming, LLC 

Sean Henrickson 

Sierra Killeen 

Casey Hutchinson 

Danny J. Webb 

Sam King 

Charles Davis 

Lynda Leppert 

Gregory Hagstrom 

William 

Wade McGrath 

Jason Oliver 

Jay Gordon 

Billy Holland 

Brandon Foley 

Stephanie 

Terry Filter 

DJ 

Caysi Hinchcliff 

Jonah Grimes 

John Teserovitch 

Leah Teserovitch 

Sam 

Johnny Carty 

Jodi Carty 

Johnathan Carty 

Jason Carty 

Jonathan Culler 

Jeff Kinner 

Diana Kinner 

Neil Geoppinger 

Josh Proctor 

Dell Rosa 

Marey Casey 

Charlie Fiddler 

Jason Coeyman 

Chad 

Lijah Robinson 

Anthony M. Paolilli 

Mindy Richardson 

Stanley Elmore 

Ryan Nicole Elmore 

Scarlett Elmore 

Gabriel Elmore 

David Tramel 

RJ 

Abbie Mantor 

Andi Mantor 

Ryan Mantor 

Leigha Mantor 

James Fitzgerald 

William C. Bates 

James Spalding 

Denver Bays 

Kenban 

Nathan Jergens 

Alex Dean 

Joe Proctor 

Ciara Skypiercer 

Michael Bullock 

Adam Combs 

Carol Proctor 

Garrett Mantor 

Petra Hendrickson 

Christine Jergens 

Patrick Garrett 

Alex McDowell 

Katherine Eliasen 

Zackary Glenn 

Chad Brozik 

Deborah Eliasen 

Joe Grenci 

Bryan Deskins 

Bryant Dean 

TheMetalDiceGuy 

Hrothgar's Hoard 

Heather Rapp 

Sameera Kumar 

Sam Winslow 

Danny Woolums 

Natasha Collier 

Leila Mutter 

Lance Mutter 

Natasha Collier 

Megan Hall 

Mary Spinharney 

James H Brown 
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Looking for a fun, friendly atmosphere to meet 
friends or watch the big game.  Join us for good 

food, cold beer and great prices!!! 

We are located at the corner of Man O War and 
Nicholasville Road in front of Wal-Mart. 

Looking to throw a party? Ask about our party 
room; perfect for banquets or Birthdays!!! Hav-
ing the party at your place? We have a catering 
menu too. 
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At The Clarion Hotel: 
The Greatly improved Snack Bar will provide hamburgers, Hot Dogs, BBQ sandwiches, fried chicken, veggie plate with 

ranch,  potato salad, snacks, pop… new items are bolded.  You can even order a yummy PIZZA!!! 

 
The Sports Page Bar and Grill is in the Clarion Hotel. It serves food and drink 

from Fri. 4pm to 1am, Sat. 11am to 1am, and Sun. 11am to 11pm. 

Closest Restaurants Ordered by Approximate Distance: 

Denny’s - next door, you can walk. 

McDonald’s - right on Newtown Pike on right after the Hwy 75 underpass,  very close. 

Cracker Barrel - right on Newtown Pike on 

right after the Hwy 75 underpass, very close. 

Waffle House - right on Newtown Pike on 

right after the Hwy 75 underpass, very close. 

Subway - right on Newtown Pike on right 

after the Hwy 75 underpass, very  close. 

Tachibana Japanese Steakhouse - right on 

Newtown Pike on right after the Hwy 75 un-

derpass, Very Close. 

Happy Dragon China Buffet - left on New-

town Pike down about ½ mile on the left. 

Penn Station -  1718 N. Broadway. 7 

minutes away, off New Circle. 

Roosters Wings -  They are a little further 

away, but have the best wings in town 

and the best place to watch sports.  This is a 

LexiCon Favorite.  Near Fayette Mall, 124 

Marketplace Dr, Lexington, KY 40503 You can 

take New Circle Rd. to get there. 

 

 

Please do not bring in outside 

food to the convention area! 
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  ..West Sixth Brewing 

   ..Roosters Wings 

     Rusty Scabbard 

   ..D20 

Penn Station 
 

Thank 

You  

from 

LexiCon! 
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